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Overview: Visa payments provide a seamless, transparent and safe alternative to cash traditionally used for 
tips paid directly to employees. To promote transparency and cardholder recognition, Visa is clarifying the 
transaction data requirements for these stand-alone tipping transactions. 

 
Tips paid by Visa cardholders have traditionally been either added to a purchase of goods and services (for 
example, adding a tip to a restaurant bill) or given directly to the service provider in cash. 
 
In an increasingly cashless world, more cardholders are using Visa to pay tips directly to service staff. These are 
stand-alone transactions, separate from the purchase of the goods or services, replacing the use of cash. Examples 
vary by country and may include tips for cleaning staff at a hotel, valet parking attendants, or servers at a quick-
service restaurant. Cardholders have found digital tipping solutions a convenient and safe alternative during the 
COVID-19 pandemic, and digital tipping provides significant cash conversion opportunities to Visa and its clients. 
 
Given the rise in stand-alone tipping, Visa is clarifying transaction data and processing requirements for these 
transactions and reminding acquirers of the importance of following these requirements. 
 
Note: These requirements only apply to tips paid directly to staff in a stand-alone tipping transaction, which is 
defined as a gratuity paid separately from the purchase of the primary goods or services. Requirements for tipping 
transactions that are bundled and incremental to goods and services transactions remain unchanged.  
 
Reminder: Tipping Solution Providers Are Third Party Agents 
 
A tip is a payment for a service provided by the tipee (service staff) to the cardholder. Accordingly, the tipee or the 
tipee’s employer must be the merchant in a Visa transaction. Tipping solution providers should not be categorized 
as merchants; they should be categorized as third party agents. 
 
Tipping Solution Providers as Payment Facilitators 
 
Tipping solution providers that deposit transactions, receive settlement from an acquirer or contract with an acquirer 
on behalf of a sponsored merchant are classified as payment facilitators per the Visa Rules (ID#: 0028921). Acquirers 
are reminded of the requirement to register such tipping solution providers as payment facilitators in Visa’s Program 
Request Management (PRM) tool and provide additional transaction data (ID#s: 0025893; 0025894; 0026435). 
 
Merchant Category Code Usage 
  
Stand-alone tipping transactions must use Merchant Category Code 7299—Miscellaneous Personal Services (Not 
Elsewhere Classified).  
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Processing Requirement 
 
A tip is a payment for services. Accordingly, when paid with a Visa card, a tip must be classified as a purchase. An 
account funding transaction (AFT) is not appropriate. 
 
Merchant Name Requirement and Examples 
 
Cardholders are unlikely to remember the name of the tipee to whom they paid a tip. The merchant name field, Field 
43, therefore must include information the cardholder recognizes, such as the establishment where the tipee works.  
 
To help cardholders recognize the transaction and avoid unnecessary cardholder inquiries and disputes, effective 16 
April 2023, Visa will require that the merchant name field in a stand-alone tipping transaction must also contain the 
word “tip.” The Visa Merchant Data Standards Manual will be updated at that time to include this requirement. 
 
• Example 1: A tip is paid by a Visa cardholder using their Visa card to Alex, who provided valet parking service 

to the cardholder at a golf club named “Famous Golf Club.” The transaction is processed by a tipping solution 
provider named “NewTip” that does not act as, or work with, any payment facilitator. 

A compliant merchant name field would be “Tip Famous Golf Club.” 
 
• Example 2: A tip is paid by a Visa cardholder using their Visa card to Alex, who provided valet parking service 

to the cardholder at a golf club named “Famous Golf Club.” The transaction is processed by a tipping solution 
provider named “NewPF,” which acts as a payment facilitator. 

A compliant merchant name field would be “NewPF* Tip Famous Golf Club.” 
 
• Example 3: A tip is paid by a Visa cardholder using their Visa card to a band named “BestBand” that plays in 

several different places. The transaction is processed by a tipping solution provider named “NewTip,” which 
acts as a payment facilitator. 

A compliant merchant name field would be “NewTip* BestBand.” 
 
Note: The requirement to use the word “tip” in the merchant name field is met by the tipping solution 
provider’s name. 

 
• Example 4: A tip is paid by a Visa cardholder using their staged digital wallet named “NewWallet,” funded by 

a Visa card, to a band named “BestBand” that plays in several different places. The transaction is processed by 
a tipping solution provider named “NewTip,” which does not act as, or work with, any payment facilitator. 

A compliant merchant name field would be “NewWallet* Tip BestBand.” 
 
Tipping Disbursement Solutions and Requirements 
 
Visa Direct is a solution for Visa clients to enable digital payments to be sent quickly and securely, and provides 
tipping solution providers with a seamless and safe way to connect to Visa and disburse tip payments to the 
service staff through eligible Visa cards or bank accounts. 
 
Visa Direct is an ideal way for employers and digital tipping providers to distribute tips to tipees, by helping reduce 
the risk and cost of handling cash and creating a permanent record of the payment, helping to reduce paperwork. 
 
The above merchant name requirement will also apply to Visa Direct clients disbursing tips using an original credit 
transaction (OCT). 



 

For More Information 

Merchants and third party agents should contact their acquirer. 
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